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Signicant change is about to descend upon all recreational clubs in
New Zealand when draft legislation which is currently with the
Minister is enacted. These will directly affect every model ying club
in New Zealand and will require each and every club to register their
ying sites with MFNZ and to produce a fully documented Risk
Management Plan for every ying site they use.
The new version of CAA 101 (The rules for ying model
aircraft) has more detail about securing a safe place to y.
Rule 101.207 states “ A person operating a remotely piloted
aircraft must, unless operating in a danger area under Part 71,
avoid operating in airspace above persons who have not given
consent and above property unless prior consent has been
obtained from any persons occupying that property or the
property owner.” This section has some far reaching
consequences as we have not previously thought in necessary
to ask permission before overying, say, a road or a power line.
However, the new rule goes on to say; “Nothing in the
(foregoing) paragraph requires persons to obtain consent from
any person if operating under the authority of an approved
organisation and in airspace used by the organisation before 1
August 2015.” So, current ying sites are exempt from this new
legislation but to be current, MFNZ, (the approved
organisation) must have a reasonable level of detail about
each ying site.
We are about to review our records for registered ying sites.
Some will be current and accurate, other are likely to be out of
date and requiring attention and others may have never been
registered with MFNZ. We will be contacting clubs soon with a
list of their sites for which we have details and offering a
requirements checklist that can be completed where detail is
limited. Please take the time to check over the information and
provide new information where it is requested.
Safety and Risk management is a subject that is guaranteed to
have people rolling their eyeballs and looking to heaven. That
is, until an accident occurs and someone starts looking to
apportion blame. At that point, reactions vary from “he knew
the risk”, thorough “it only required common sense” to “we all
knew that would happen eventually”. The new legislation, The
Health and Safety Reform Bill under Part 1 Section 5 (denes a
PCBU and Part 1 Clause 4 denes a volunteer) requires clubs
and voluntary organisations to be responsible for the exposure
of their members to risk.

For many of us our rst reaction will be – ‘here we go again,
another piece of red tape which we can get round to when time
permits’, or perhaps – ‘we already have club safety rules which
means we are OK’. Unfortunately it will not be as simple as
that.
We are unaware of what the legislation in its nal form will
entail, but based on information received to date, clubs will
need to be compliant by 1 September 2015 (Date could alter
depending on when the Legislation is signed off) and each
club’s Risk Management Plan will need to be accurate,
relevant and able to withstand independent audit. There are
likely to quite severe penalties for clubs operating from sites
which have not been risk assessed in that they may be
unusable and uninsurable.
To assist clubs, MFNZ is currently developing a template
document which will identify risk under the categories of
Environmental, Mechanical and Human, and within each of
these categories the template will record risks that are
common to all ying locations (tick the box) and a section for
recording risks that are unique to each ying site.
There remains a great deal of uncertainty and we are unaware
of what the legislation in its nal form will require; but please be
aware that this legislation is on its way, it will involve your club
and there will be a dened timeframe for clubs to become
compliant.
Members are asked to fully support their committees in
completing documentation. Our target is to have updated the
ying site information by 1 August 2015 and to have completed
the Risk assessment process by the end of the year. Having
good information is the basis of being able to defend our
hobby.
As soon the requirements are determined, clubs will be
informed and MFNZ Councillors will be in touch with their clubs
to assist them prepare their Risk Management Plans.
Completion of the paperwork is not just the responsibility of the
club committee, every member has a part to play and can help
to get the job done.

Applications are now open for nominations

Macdonald Memorial Award 2014

Visit the MFNZ Web Page under trophies for information on
how to register a nomination, nomination form and deadline
date. For guidance on what the Trustees are looking for read
the comments beside the recipients of the award found in the
same location. The Trust usually receives only 2-3 nominations
each year and surely there are a good number of modellers
amongst the MFNZ membership who would qualify. The
Trustees would like to receive a good number of nominations
and if the nomination was not successful then register it again.

The trustees are pleased announce that Dave Falconer has
been selected to receive the Macdonald Memorial Award for
2014. The Trustees were impressed with his outstanding
service to his Club and the NZMAA and the wider model
aviation community.

The key criteria that the Trustees are looking for are:1. Administration service at, Club, Council, National and
International competition.
2. Model aircraft design including radio.
3. Technical achievements
4. Participation in National and/or International Competitions
5. Outstanding achievements such as International Records,
6. Work to foster model aviation.
Make sure that the nomination contains as much information
as possible as this is often all the Trustees have to go on in
reaching their decision. The nomination must be indorsed by a
member club or can be forwarded by a SIG. All nominations
are to be sent to the Secretary MFNZ.
Please do not hesitate to contact me for any advice concerning
the nomination procedure.
Mike Fairgray
mfairgray@gmail.com
Secretary Macdonald Memorial Trust

The following were the achievements forwarded to the
Trustees to be considered for him to receive the award.
1

2
3

Administration service:Past President of the NZMAA, service to his club in the role
of President, Secretary and Treasurer, principle organiser
of the model presence at the Wanaka Airshow
Participation in National and/or International events:Contestant in several Trans-Tasman Events. South Island
Radio Champion in the late 1960’s.
Fostering Model Aviation:Introduced model aviation at the Wanaka Airshow which is
an international event and arranged for a New Zealand
aerobatic champion to display model ying at the show.
This provided international exposure for the Association its
members and model aviation in particular.

Once again the Trustees congratulate Dave on being awarded
the Macdonald Memorial Award for 2014

The ongoing build of the Vampire has been subject to a number of changes of mind
regards not only shapes but systems also. During the re-jig of the mains retract design it
became clear that while electrics were preferred over air, retract speed was an issue.
Also, given the outer doors of the mains and the rear door of the nose leg unit are closed
and opened mechanically by the wheels/legs themselves, power was always going
have to be another consideration.
It was during a visit to Kevin Uncles house that the idea of hydraulics was rekindled.
Gwyn Avenell had brought the possibility to my attention previously, but that had been
tucked so far away in my memory it had been forgotten! However, Kevin offered me
(most of) a UMS conversions unit to test. The package included the motor, the spool
valve, some Festo ttings and a reservoir or return tank. He also gave me some
cylinders with which to play. Basically this conversion unit is targeted towards
conventional air cylinders.

Topside of Hydraulic board

To cut a long story short I took it home and had a play but
without some form of control it was all too easy to blow pipes
off. Very promising, but not practical. Then to my surprise Kevin
called me and told me it was my lucky day as he had found the
original box, had shaken it prior to tossing it out but decided to
check what it was that was loose inside … and yes it was a
controller and a set of instructions hiding under a foam “oor”
within the box. Indeed it was my lucky day.
So, armed with these additional items I mounted the Vampire
gear on a board and things began to look much more
promising. Initially there was a lot more oil around the place
than I had ever imagined, the saving grace being that it was
Transmission Oil as opposed to nasty Hydraulic Fluid. A little
later I read an article by David Gladwin, a UK Jet Modeller of
some renown and was much heartened by the fact that he too
had found the need for an abundant supply of paper towels
until he came to terms with exactly the best approach regards
getting set up.
There was a brief whoopsie with a controller failure. However
I’m pretty certain in my own mind that it was due to over
enthusiasm rather than a system fault. It was graciously
replaced without cost so I continued to bench test pretty much
every time I passed it in the workshop. The ultimate test would
be to have it set up in the model. This was done on a temporary
basis initially and there were pipes everywhere, but that has
now been sorted and so looks much less like spaghetti gone
wrong. I mounted all the system supply items on board as a
module that can be removed and reinstalled as required.
UMS is based in India and also produces Evolution multicylinder Four Stroke model engines among other things. So,
how does this hydraulic conversion unit work? Hydraulic
pressure is supplied via a pump similar to a jet turbine pump.
This is rated between 6.0 and 7.2 volts, however it seems
happiest on 6 volts. Just supplying more power to a pump like
this will not necessarily increase the ow, but may in fact result
in cavitation. It is a uni-directional pump supplying the servo
controlled 5 Port spool valve which directs ow to the up/down
lines depending on selection. The stated operating pressure is
10Bar … around 150psi although I have yet to t a gauge into
the system to check. There is an oil reservoir of aprox 100mls

Underside of Hydraulic board

that is pressurised during operation. It has a purpose made
alloy screw cap with Festo ttings and the feed line has a
simple clunk, the return line is plugged into the appropriate
Festo adapter on the cap.
The heart of the system is the Controller. This is a black box
about twice the size of an old 9 channel RX. It has a servo lead
input into the gear channel on the RX, a set of wires to it’s own
power source and another set to the pump. Caution here… the
RX link via the Gear lead is only rated at 4.8 to 5 volts maximum
so an in line voltage regulator must be used to achieve this
outcome if you were to use 5 Cell NiMH or a Lipo. (I can steer
you in the right direction for this small device.)
When the unit is rst switched on the pump pressurises the
lines then shuts down. When the landing gear switch is
operated, the spool valve selects the ow direction, the pump
starts and the gear moves up or down accordingly. At the end of
the cycle, the pump continues to operate until the current
overload switch shuts it down, leaving the system pressurised.
There is an adjustment available on the box to elleviate
extended over-run time. Interestingly, hydraulics are being
used in some jet models on retract units that have no down
locks, the hydraulic pressure well capable it seems of holding
all in place it seems.

In my system I use Robart cylinders and these have so far been totally
satisfactory. I’ve just completed a change of pipe ttings to the nose
gear cylinder, partly in the name of compactness but also to speed that
unit retraction cycle. I’ve used Festo elbows, press tted and epoxied
as per the Robart technique. This is untested at the time of writing. The
biggest worry without doubt is the potential for oil leaks however to
date, apart from spills due to operator error and lack of thought about
bleeding etc, the worst outcome has been what might be called “minor
ooze” and this occurs only around the spool valve.
There seems to be a variety of oils able to be considered. While
Transmission oil is recommended, I have found DTE Light to be just
ne. Others suggest Sewing Machine oil however whatever the choice
the critical matter will be compatibility of oils to “O” rings… something
that might need to be tested. I can vouch for DTE Light and Robart
seals as I’ve had some soaking for some time.

Hydraulics and switchboard

If you’d like to see it all working there is a Youtube clip featuring the
Vampire as it stands at the moment. You can pick this up on the build
threads on both MFNZ Web site and RCSalebuilder.com or the link is
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2_xzUvL74K8&feature=youtu.be
The big question is whether I would do it again? … yes I would, as with
experience gained it would be much more simple to set up next time.
There is a weight penalty over air with a pump and a battery but not so
much a penalty over electrics. I do have to accept that there could be
an oil leak at any time for whatever reason. The structure is capable of
coping with that, being a combination of breglass and sealed wood. In
terms of liquid volume the most it would be would be probably be
around 60mls as all the oil could not be pumped or drain out of the
entire system.
Modied cylinders

The changes to CAA Part 101 are planned to become
law on 1 August 2015. Here is a summary of the
changes that affect us at the current stage of drafting.
They have yet to go before Parliament and thus may
change.
The current rules apply to model aircraft, this term is
being replaced by unmanned aircraft and the sub group
remotely piloted aircraft.
There is a revised denition of a “shielded operation”,
operation of an aircraft within 100m of and below the top
of a natural or man-made object.
101.12, Airspace knowledge, a person operating an
unmanned aircraft be aware of the airspace designation.
(You need to know about the airspace in which you are
ying and the rules for using it)
101.13, Hazard and risk minimisation, a person
operating an unmanned aircraft must take all practicable
steps to minimize hazards to persons, property and
other aircraft.
101.202, Approved person or organisation, this
section has been expanded to allow the Director CAA to
appoint multiple organisations to train qualify and
inspect unmanned aircraft.

101.205, Aerodromes, this section has added detail
about ying near at or near aerodromes but exempts
shielded operations from the provisions. This means
that toy helicopters can legally be own in backyards
close to aerodromes.
101.207, Airspace, persons operating remotely piloted
aircraft should avoid ying over people or property
unless they have permission. MFNZ registered ying
sites are exempt from this requirement.
101.209, Visual line of sight operation, more detail
has been added to cater for the growth of FPV aircraft.
101.213, Right of way, remotely piloted aircraft, control
line aircraft and free ight models must keep clear of
manned aircraft at all times.
101.215, Aircraft mass limits, remotely piloted aircraft
cannot be operated under these rules if they have a
mass of more than 25kg and if the weigh between 15kg
and 25kg must be inspected and operated under control
of an approved organisation.
The guide above is not a substitute for reading to full
rule, it is merely a guide to showing which changes are of
most interest to modellers. The should be little effect on
clubs other than the need to have a good description of
registered ying sites and a greater awareness of our
part in sharing the skies with other users.

Des Richards

Following on from last issue I y a number of
vintage events with a 48inch span Junior sixty.
In its current set up it allows me to y three
events. Vintage RC Precision, Vintage RC
Duration and Vintage A Texaco.
This model started life some 35 years ago as a free ight model
with a fuse DT and tip up tail. Sometime in the 90's I decided to
t radio and a two channel Futaba set was used. Flights were
now “semi” controlled and landings in the take-off paddock
were enjoyed for many years. The only alteration to the original
model was the tail plane, which was band on, was replaced
with another rubber banded on one carrying a rudder and
elevators. The tting of two servos, the smallest I could get
back then and a four pack of 1.5 volt dry cell batteries in a
plastic holder completed the transformation. This model ew
well for many years and I enjoyed puttering around with it. The
motor was an original Mills 1.3cc tted new. The plastic tank
mounted on the needle valve was run down to half full, in its free
ight days, before launch giving a consistent 25 second motor
run. With radio it was launched full to the brim and the motor run
was now one minute giving ights, depending on conditions,
lasting from two and a half till ten minutes.
With the advent of vintage RC contests my ying buddy, John
Templeman, persuaded me to y it in RC Precision. I did and
due to its reliability a number placings and some wins were
obtained. It regularly ew at Levin, both in contests and for
sheer enjoyment.
When A Texaco became an event I entered it in a contest, only
to nd he rules called for a minimum capacity of 1.5cc. Bugger,
the Mills was only 1.3. A lot of soul searching was done on
whether to re power or leave well alone.
During a morning at Palmerston North Aeroneers monthly
vintage contest the decision became obvious. The poor Mills
was worn out, still rst ick starts but height attend was so low
the chance of completing 3 minutes was almost nil.
Discussions with John Selby sent me home with the aim of
repowering but, what with.
I am a fan of diesels and to keep the model “in context” it had to
be so powered. The next issue was old or new. A look through
the engines not in use made the answer easy. I had an almost
new PAW DS-3 that had only done a few ights in a control line
Tamerlane. In the parts box was a brand new PAW throttle carb
for a 1.5 – 2.5. The die was set. A new Dural motor mount was
fashioned and the now throttle equipped PAW mounted. A third
servo that had been tted to squash the fuel line was connected
to the carb and a 14cc Humbrol paint tin soldered up as a tank
and tted directly behind the engine. On test the throttle

stopped the engine within 5 seconds but there was no change
between full power and stop. No matter how much I tried
adjusting settings the result stayed the same. Oh well, no
worry, that's all I need anyway. Wow, what a difference. The
climb was brisk, from a one minute motor run, in still air, ights
of 3 to 5 minutes were easily achieved. The full tank gave 4
minute engine runs, I was struggling to see the model up high
and the 8 minutes were achievable.
The rst contest outing was this year's National's where all
three events were own. I was very pleased with the results,
the only mistakes being mine and not the models. The placings
of 17th in Precision with 553 out of 600 points and 6th in A
Texaco with 1523 points made it all worth it.
What's next, a Rambler at 48 inch span I have the parts cut for,
but this one is for 1/2A Texaco. I tell you, once you start it
becomes addictive and the camaraderie is fantastic.
The photos show the engine / tank details plus an overall view.
Fuselage is still tissue with the wings and tail plane being my
rst lm attempts. The white patch on the wing is a repair due to
my dog standing on it and having none of the original material
to patch with.
Interestingly, my mate Peter Hunt from Masterton has a Junior
60 48 inch wing. Turns out it was a free plan in Aeromodeller
from 1987 called Just Junior. A copy is shown below from the
archives of Outerzone, a web based free plan service. Well
worth a visit.

There are some ready to y
packages available from sellers like
Hobby King but the guys winning
races are building their own quads
from separately bought components.
If you want to equip yourself with a
racing 250 sized quadcopter that will
keep up with the best, here is what
you need to shop for. Most of these
items can be bought from sellers in
New Zealand or you can shop around
the internet.
In addition, you will need a
transmitter and receiver and a battery
charger. There are lots of choices of
frames, motors and video gear but
this is one example to give you an
idea of what race winning gear costs.
A similar looking quad from Hobby
King is the DYS 250 that sells for
$235 which is much cheaper than the
Xhover at $440 for equivalent
components. Will the DYS withstand
cartwheeling along the eld when
you hit the ground at full speed, you’ll
have to decide.

The Quadcopter
MXP230eV2

Available from
X Hover.com

Costs NZ$
$198.00

Afro ESC 12A (v3) 2-4s with BEC
Speed controllers
Acro Naze32
Flight controller
Cobra 2300kv motors x 4

Ivrotor.com
Rotostore.co.nz
Landscapesurfer.co.nz
Rotostore.co.nz
Ivrotor.com

$75.96

5x4.5 bull nose props (pair) cw
5x4.5 bull nose props (pair) ccw

Landscapesurfer.co.nz

$10.80 per set
You should get spares!

11.1v 1500mah 65C batts

Landscapesurfer.co.nz

$32.90
You probably need 3

FPV gear
MXP230eV2

Available from
Landscapesurfer.co.nz

Costs NZ$
$60.00

Video transmitter 600mW
ImmersionRC

Landscapesurfer.co.nz

$120.00

Clover Leaf antenna x 2

Landscapesurfer.co.nz

$60.00

Goggles

Available from

Fatshark Dominator V2

RC-tech.co.nz

Costs NZ$
$699.00

$40.00
$128.00

April 12th 2015 - At 6am I awoke to the sound of Tui’s and a dark
sky, soon the sun came out slowly over the hills over to the east
of us, and no wind ! (welcome relief from the last week solid of
wet and windy weather) What an awesome place to wake , on
the start line at the Rotorcross Stampede event in Kaeo ( far
north), hosted by Christopher Maca. Chris had been working
on this course since late february
The day quickly started with the rest of the competitors arriving
mid morning (5 including me had stayed overnite) , and
practice started, Mini multirotors Whizzing around an amazing
track that went further than any track had been made in New
Zealand yet. Wide white lines for keeping racers on track along
with ags and danger tape marking the rest of the ying area,
everything came together on this nice piece of land.
Racing started at 10:30am, I was in the rst race, and being
new to it , quickly crashed out. The race carried on to be an
awesome sight, With Ian Richardson taking rst place (and
then proceded to clean up almost every race he entered !) . For
the rest of the racing (10 SPEC and 5 OPEN class races)there
were a few spectacular crashes , Christopher Maca managed
to destroy a FPV camera, but luckily Rotorstore.co.nz was at
the event, so he could buy another. I myself had a Nice crash in
my second race, where i ran full speed into a pile of fence posts,
and my Mobius camera was destroyed, ,but that’s racing, The
biggest crash of the day was Stephan Knapp during the last
last race. He was moving so fast when he crashed that a
carbon bre plate snapped on his blackout frame (almost
unheard of).
Prizes – A Nice RC heli and Micro Quad as prizes were
sponsored by Hobby Trend (Auckland) and brought up to the
event by Mike Faulkner. Christopher Maca won the Heli, and
Stephan Knapp won the micro quad. Both were picked by a
random draw.
A full set (4) of T Motors were donated by IVRotor.co.nz, and I
won them for being “the most improved on the day”and was
also presented with a trophy for the same, donated by
Rotorstore.co.nz .
We Also had a Professional Photographer Show up from Aerial
Vision in kerikeri to take some Pictures and video for us with his
gigantic S900 It was a beautiful piece of kit and something to
see while it hovered around taking photos of us while we posed
for them, Both SPEC and OPEN class were a sight to behold. I
am deantly am looking forward to the next event up this way at
the North Shore MAC on the 10th of May!

Top left: Collection of pilots
Top to bottom: The chase
The swarm
Track layout

Article written by Mike Morris. Photos by
various people who attended.
Note by Mat Wellington – this sport (FPV
multirotor racing) continues to grow at a rapid
pace (we have 32 pilots currently racing), this
Kaeo Event was our 4th round out of about 20
being held from March 2015 to March 2016,
events happen from the far north down to the
deep south. Lots of fun, lots of banter , and
LOTS of ying ! You can race for fun and for
points. Come and check out the action when
an event is held in your area.

Repair time

Mike awarded with T-Motors from Ivrotor and trophy from
Rotostore. Presented by Erwin

Prizes donated by Hobby Trend - Winners Maca and Stephen

When I saw Scott Spooner hit the ground with his quadcopter
ying at full speed, it was pretty spectacular. The quad
cartwheeled down the eld in a blur and came to a rest 50
metres from the point of impact. It looked like an expensive
smash up but he opened his ight box, changed two props and
was ying again minutes after giving it a good check over for
any other signs of damage. This is one tough quad. Despite
already having a couple of Hobby King quads and a Boks 250, I
decided to nd out what these carbon bre quads were all
about.
I looked on the Xhover website and ordered the 230 Carbon. It
came as a kit in a couple of plastic bags and doesn’t look much
for US$149.95 but when you open the bags and look at the
quality of the materials, you can see quickly where the
differences lie. I decided to retire my HK “clean and dirty” quad
and use the power train in the Xhover. Clean and dirty means
that the motors are attached to one of the boards and isolated
from the board carrying the cameras by rubber donuts to
prevent vibrations affecting the picture quality. Comparing the
parts, the HK frame is made of 1mm thick glass bre sheet and
the motor arms of 4mm brown material that looks like paxolin
but could be anything. The Xhover main board is 3mm carbon
bre sheet. The upper board is 1.5mm carbon bre and the
lower board is also 1.5mm but it is a Power Distribution Board
(PDB) with built in points for wiring all of the components into.
The motor arms are 6mm Carbon bre and look strong enough
to be used as climbing aids. The theory is that a strong rigid
frame eliminates the need for rubber donuts to isolate
vibrations.
The kit comes with no instructions for assembly but there are a
good series of pictures on the website and by studying these,
you can gure out what goes where. Having laid out all of the
parts as you see in the photo, you can gure out how the parts
go together. A quad is really a collection of 14 electrical
components ying in close formation and kept apart by some
carbon bre sheeting. To assemble one, you need to be
condent with a soldering iron. When I looked closely at
Scott’s quad there was almost no wiring visible. It is a
masterpiece of neatness and much thought has gone into the
layout, mind you, that is the standard that you might expect
from someone doing a Master’s degree in Mechatronics. My
previous builds have resembled more of a rats nest of wiring
due to a reluctance to chop up wiring harnesses. Things like
speed controllers come with a decent length of wire to the
receiver plug but much longer than is needed for a quad
installation. My old solution was to leave it alone and try to stuff
the surplus away somewhere, but this time I chose to cut off unneeded wire and t a new plug. This enthusiasm was to
backre slightly as you’ll see later.

The power supply socket soldered to the PDB. The motor leads
shortened and soldered. The three wires have been covered with
heat shrink to protect them where they will pass through the
motor arms

Ready to y. I use a 3S 1300mah battery velcroed to the platform
and retained by the strap.

The Naze 32 ight controller showing the signal wire connection
to the receiver and the supply regulator above it.

Support legs with coloured LEDs between them

Having stripped the ESC and motors off my old HK
quad, the rst job was to solder them to the PDB.
Because I had already shortened the supply wires on
the ESCs, the neatest routing was to have two the
right way up and two upside down as can be seen.
Looking at the photo, you can also see that I have
reduced the control wires from three of the ESCs to
the signal wire only. I did this in the interests of saving
weight and unnecessary wire but later found that Opto
ESC require the ground wires as well, so has to
resolder them. Luckily, I had left enough of the cut-off
ground wire to re-attach the needed piece. You can
also see that in my old installation, I had used 2mm
gold bullet connectors in the motor wires. Since I
knew that the motors were turning the correct way. I
marked the cables, removed the plugs, cut the wires
to length and resoldered them. The power is supplied
to the PDB by the battery which is connected through
and XT60 plug and socket. In order to mount the
socket neatly, I attened the terminals and soldered it
directly to the board. The nal bit of soldering was to
t a couple of wires onto the Auxiliary tabs at the front
of the board. These are to supply power to the
receiver since I’m using Opto ESCs and to the camera
and video Tx.
Having completed the soldering, it is a straightforward
job to assemble the three boards together including
the motor arms. With a large number of allen headed
cap screws to fasten, I nd a small power screwdriver
much easier than the supplied allen key. Then, all that
is needed is to t the ight controller board, I’m using a
Naze 32, the camera is a Sony 600 TVL mini and the
Video Tx, A Boscam TS832. This is quite a bulky Tx
compared to the Immersion 600mw but has a couple
of buttons for frequency changing and a two digit LED
to show which channel you are on. My thinking is that
this may be easier to change when at races rather
than the tiny dip switches that Immersion use. I’ve
tted the Video Tx under the top board so the buttons
and LED are visible through holes in the frame. The
Receiver is a FRSky D4RII used in PPM mode which
means that there is only one signal wire between the
receiver and the ight control board which you can
see in the photo. The receiver gets its power from the
PDB via a step down regulator which is also visible in
the photo. The only other lump of electronics is a
beeper. These quads are very easy to lose in long
grass and so a switchable beeper is essential. It plugs
into the Naze and can be activated from the
transmitter. Provided that your battery stays on
board, nding the quad is pretty easy.
The quad has small legs which keep the base clear of
the ground. They also protect the LEDs which are
mounted on the bottom. Generally, I don’t like much
in the way of undercarriage as I nd that it just trips up
a low ying quad and either gets ripped off or just
causes a cartwheeling crash.
So, how does it y? Very nicely is my answer. I have
installed Cleanight as the software and although
similar to Baseight, it takes a bit of getting used to. I
can’t see any camera shake so that is one theory
proved and I’ll be strapping my Mobius on top soon to
record some video. I haven’t tested the legendary
toughness yet but that is only a matter of time.

Sony 600TVL mini camera

Beeper connection. The pins in the centre of the ight controller
are for a Bluetooth device, not yet installed.

Anzac weekend saw the rst RC Aerotow event to
be held at the Omarama Airport.
It was the end of the full size gliding season which
allowed for such an event to be held on the aireld. Any
other time of the season there would be too much full size
activity to allow such an event to be run safely. With permission
from the eld owners and operators the organisation of the
event got under way some 8 months ago. A height extension to
1300 ft. AGL and NOTAM were put in place due to us operating
from Omarama aireld.
Friday afternoon saw campervans, some towing model
trailers, vans and cars loaded with tow planes and gliders
descending on the small North Otago town. The weather
forecast for the weekend was far from perfect.
Saturday dawned ne and after registration and a pilots
brieng we were underway at 9.00 am. We had asked all glider
pilots to have their own named tow loop tted to their glider
before launch. This sped up the launch process. All tow loops
were returned to the new tow return stand after the tow plane
had returned. It was up the glider pilot to collect the loop after
his ight. This worked very well.
Alex Taylor, Andrew Palmer and Scott Chisolm were in position
with their tow planes to launch the masses of gliders. They
kept up with the demand with a lot of the glider pilots spending
time catching up with fellow modellers rather than ying. We
had 22 pilots registered and with that there was a great range of
models on display.
Flying continued through to 1.00pm when we stopped to allow
for some full size aero towing activity. It was tting to see a
display of full size aero tow as well as RC aero tow. All this kept
the crowd of spectators entertained.
There was a break for a while as the wind came up. Some went
into town for a coffee and others stayed on the eld. Those
who stayed were treated to a full size glider aerobatic display
by renowned glider pilot Terry Delore. He ew up and down the
eld many times doing loops, rolls and wing overs while losing
little height. It was an amazing display of how much energy

Left: Jilles Smitt from Brisbane and Jack Coker with his Reiher.
Jack built this model from Julles plans
Top: Woo from Wellington with a bid smile after his long ight
Above: A view from the pilots box

these gliders carry. This was to be followed by a low level high
speed pass by another glider.
By 3.30 pm the wind had dropped and it was all go again.
Plenty of lift was available and the sky lled with tow planes
and gliders. The gliders were easily climbing to our maximum
celling height of 1300 feet AGL.
Looking into the late afternoon sky one of Glide Omarama staff
said he was having trouble telling his gliders from the models.
Colin Taylor managed a 48 minute ight followed by Jonathon
Gardner having to land after 52 minutes due to fading light.
The following day Woo was still wondering around with a huge
grin on his face after his long ight. Saturday night saw a wellattended get together at the brieng room at the airport.
Sunday started out wet and stayed that way through to about
2.30 pm. By 3.00 pm the sky was lling with models once
again. We were very lucky to have the use of the hangers
which allowed for fast and easy storage of the models. It gave
the pilots the ability to quickly store the models when the
weather was not the best. When the weather improved
models could be back on the ight line in minutes.
Monday also saw a couple of hours ying before people
started packing up for their long trips home.
A big thanks goes out to the people who attended this event
and we a hope to do it again next year.

The Waikato Pylon Champs got off to a soggy start last Sunday with heavy rain
postponing the start time to 11am. Once the rain passed we had ne blue skies
with one shower interruption after midday. Fortunately the rain did not dampen
the enthusiasm and a good eld of pilots and helpers arrived. 9 entries in Q500
Sport, 3 in Q500 Expert and one each in E Sport and NZ Sportsman meant we
ran E Sport and Sportsman within the Q500 Sport races. Between Q500 Sport
rounds ran Q500 Expert which meant there was a fair bit of shufing between
callers and timers. With plenty of helpers arriving we had the luxury of leaving
permanent Marshalls at number one pylon.
Q500 Sport saw plenty of action with fast times early on before the breeze got
going. It was good to see Stephen Collins improving with all his times under the
1.50 barrier. John Knox and James Danby (Granny) were going for the most
pylon cuts at a race meeting with James taking that prize with ease, they were
also calling for each other. Ron Stone ended up victim to the turbulent breeze
later on and kissed the ground exiting pylon 3 and a midair between James and
Marcel saw James y through the wreckage with no damage, Marcel however
was not so lucky with half his tail missing. This only added to Marcel's frustrating
day with earlier carburetor problems resulting in too many 200's. Grant (Mr
consistent) Finlay had a great day with all scores under the 1.44 barrier and no
cuts, meaning all personal bests for him.
Q500 Expert was raced for the Alf Leong Memorial Trophy, a trophy which has
been contested for in the FAI classes of pylon for many years. Many well known
names such as Arthur Pitt, Rex Kilsby, John Sutherland to name a few are on
that trophy therefore it is a privilege
to be on there. Some heated races
between John Knox, Paul Clausen
and myself resulted in a necessary
cup of tea and a lie down
afterwards for this old fella I'll tell
you. Unfortunately for John Knox
his day ended early when his V
Gun went off air rounding P1.
Missing in action was Bogan who
was also having a cup of tea and a
lie down after 3 weekends of full on
IMAC action both here and
Australia, we'll let you off for this
one.

As mentioned earlier there was only one each
for NZ Sportsman and E Sport, Brian ying yet
another one of his creations and Marcel in
Sportsman ying a refurbished Cheetah in
stunning uro green, good to see something
apart from red or white:-)
A big thank you to all who turned up to y and
help, also to Jacquie LaGrand who did the
BBQ and lunch, Noeline Craighead for driving
the starting clock, Shelly Knox in the timing tent
and all the local members, Alan, Phillip, Micah
and Neil who rotated at number one and
calling. Finally a big thank you to Marcel for the
tents which came in handy during the rain, the
timers clock and lights, and his help with the
place cards.
Thanks also to Kevin Foot from Hobby Hangar
and the team at JR Airsail for the prizes.
All in all a great day's racing, with the next
meeting here at the JR Airsail ying site
Sunday April 26th. it's going to be a great run
down to the nal here in June when the JR XG8
draw will take place. Don't forget the XG8 draw
prize is now available to anyone who comes to
one of our events to give up their entire day to
help out either with timing, lights or calling, you
never know you may get hooked like we are
and life will never be the same.
Till next time, John Danks

This event (Formula One of soaring) was to be held on the previous weekend but we all
agreed to push it back a week so a couple of the regulars could attend the Matamata
event. We all assembled at the Waharoa cabins on the Friday Night for the usual catch
up and prepare for the next day. The setup the following morning was a little slow and
we did set up a downwind course which was a bit un-nerving but as predicted around
11.00 o’clock it swung around to be straight on the winches. We ran Duration for the rst
round with slight downwind launching which was ne for all competitors. On the
Saturday we managed two complete rounds and duration for round three which put us
well ahead to have 4 completed rounds for the weekend.
We had Len Drabble with his newly acquired Cyril F3b Model certainly improving on
every ight and starting to record some very respectable times despite some worries
about the timing function on his transmitter. Neal Moss recorded his rst sub 20sec on
day 2.
On the second day we had the same course already setup with again the downwind
launching until the wind swung around and then had two back to back distance groups
with some awesome match racing then into speed with everyone starting to get into the
groove and ying some smooth and tight speed times the fastest being on the nal run
by Joe at 15.50. Peter Williams is really sorting his Fossa and had a PB of 15.50.
Richard Thomson also popped in a PB of 16.99 even with real bad utter on one aileron
on his Fossa. Dave James made his Big Sting travel the fastest it’s ever been with a PB
of 17.97. Most laps in distance was Peter Williams with 25 laps. There were lots of
10.00 minutes and 100 landing exactly as everyone improves in duration and the
landing spot is so large compared to our other events, although the duration task had
more inuence than normal on the results due to the challenging air in the mornings. As
per classic Formula 1 competition, the performance in the pits can be very important.
Kev demonstrated some fast pit work as he broke his fuselage on his rst landing on
Sunday, and got the plane repaired and ready to y in just a few minutes. He had to
repeat his fast repair work a couple more times as the day progressed.
The Saturday night was a very quiet social night although thanks to Fraser Briggs
turning up we had some great Indian Jokes and a catch up as the aero boys also had a
competition and AGM on. We had planned to have the Monday there as a fun y day but
with the inclement forecast not to good we all abandoned this with and early start on the
road home. Thanks to Aneil Patel for organising the eld and accommodation- Dave
James for sorting the loo and Len Drabble for once again bringing all the SIG gear up
and Joe Wurts for doing the score calcs.

Top to bottom:
Joe Wurtz and his new Loud Shinto
Chris Kaiser ‘s new Fossa
Dave Larsen holding his Caracho
Dave James and Big Sting
Setting up the winchlines

Kevin Botherway repairing his Cyril in the pits

Ted Bealing calling Aneil Patel in Duration

Joe Wurtz loading up with ballast for speed

Aneil Patel calling for Chris Kaiser in Distance Task

Len Drabble also loading up with ballast

Joe Wurtz calling for Richard Thompson in Distance

Joe Wurtz and Peter Williams at base A

Neal Moss ying Distance with Richard Thompson calling

The day dawned to a breeze that grew in strength as the hours
passed. High cloud wafted, overhead and the sun shone down
spasmodically.
Six competitors braved the wind and ew four events, all
vintage, Precision, Duration, A Texaco and 1/2E Texaco.
Turbulence was strong, even violent at times, causing damage
to a few models. Even so, there were three models aloft at
times with good height being gained. Lift was patchy and
passing through quickly but certainly aided a few.
John Selby ew his very attractive Vespa from 1941 powered
by a four stroke. Hi consistency paid off with a win in Precision
on a total of 587. Joe Bradbury being only nineteen seconds
behind with his trusty Viking on 568. Jonathan Shorer was in
third with an electric junior sixty that handled well and, was ve
seconds behind Joe on 563. Allan Sissons Coronet continues
to soldier on valiantly putting in consistent ights for a score of
537. Des Richards struggled into fth spot with my thirty plus
year old Junior sixty, now powered with a PAW 149, for 448.

magnicent in the air. John triumphed with 762 and Alan was
close behind on 661.
Des was the lone yer in A Texaco, again using the trusty junior
sixty. Graham Lovejoy had come down to assist me and enjoy
the day. A change from his normal Free Flight classes and his
assistance was invaluable. Three ights were completed with
the last being eight and a half minutes duration. Final score
1015.
Another fantastic day with great people topped off by Jonathan
and Jill’s hot stew for lunch.

The good news story has to be Jonathan bringing out his
Hepcat with a Boddo 1.3cc Mills. The motor took a little coaxing
to run, all be it backwards a few times, but once started it run
sweetly and left us all abbergasted with a motor run of four
minutes forty-six seconds of the tiny free ight tank. His ight
with less than two cc’s of fuel cut at exactly one minute and the
ight was three minutes twenty ve seconds. A joy to behold.
Jonathan also had a half size Super Sixty with him powered by
a PAW RC 80. This motor was run up but needs a bit of bench
time before being committed to the air.
Duration was won by Allan James who had come over from
Masterton with a full size Red Zephyr, resplendent in see
through red lm. It ew very well and recorded a score of 494.
Joe used his Viking in this event as well gaining a creditable
336 and Jonathan took out third spot with his Quaker Flash on
87.He only put in one ight due to slight undercarriage
damaged caused by the turbulence on landing.
I missed seeing 1/2E Texaco which was fought out between
John Selby with his playboy Senior and Alan Sissons with his
Coronet. Both models are good reliable performers and look

Jonathan’s Hepcat with Boddo 1.3cc Mills

Junior 60

Coronet and Playboy

Miss Fortune

John Selby and Joe ready the Vespa

Allan James preparing his Red Zephyr

A nosey in the back of John Selby’s wagon

Quaker Flash

Allan and Joe watching a battery charge

Over the Anzac weekend, the nal meeting of the NI C/L Stunt
Series was held at Rotorua with great conditions for the pilots,
but chilly ones for the two judges, who worked for over four
hours for the benet of the competitors. The day started with
glorious sunshine and variable winds, but the clouds soon
rolled over and the wind settled to a light easterly.
The new venue was Arawa Park, being the ineld of the
Rotorua horse racing track which had been hired from the local
council for a very affordable fee. Normally the winds at the
RMAC eld are a lottery and often very gusty and variable, C/L
stunt pilots hate it! In contrast, Arawa park is totally open and
the steady winds satised everyone.
The meeting not only decided the winner of the series but also
served as a trial for the world championship team to go to Perth
next year. Four rounds were held with the best two to count.
The trial results for the meeting had Loren Nell rst, Kevin
Barnes 12 points behind in second place, Danny Walker third,
Owen Rogers fourth, Chris Allen fth, Dave Wright sixth, and
Don Robinson seventh. The series meeting results had Loren
rst and then Kevin Barnes sharing joint second place with
Danny Walker, Owen Rogers third, Dave Wright fourth, and
Chris Allen sixth.
Two sportsman pilots ew with rst place going to Graham
Duncan and David Thornley second.
John Ryan and Karen Barnes were the seless and
uncomplaining judges and Gail Nell did a fantastic job

The rain held in the Kaimai’s and in virtually perfect ying
conditions despite the grey, threatening sky, a really nice,
relaxed competition was had by all. There was a good entry
considering this was a long weekend ~ 3 in Sportsman, 2 in
Advanced and 6 in F3A.
SPORTSMAN: Fraser Brodie, Frank Winnip, Noeline
Craighead
ADVANCED :
Mike Briggs, Mike Wilson
F3A :
Dave Wilkins, Frazer Briggs, James Danby,
Anthony Hall, Ross Craighead, John Knox
It was great to welcome Fraser Brodie ying for the rst time in
Sportsman and Frank Winnip competing in only his second
competition but who had clearly been practising since his rst
comp at Taupo.
Advanced and F3A were own together. Paul Stairmand and I
had our work cut out judging two rounds in the dull sky. Mike
Briggs and Mike Wilson provided some entertaining
manoeuvres in Advanced, especially as Mike W had the added
challenge of caller/pilot communication. Frazer called for Mike
Briggs who also ew some interesting manoeuvres that didn’t
quite resemble what Frazer had called. All good fun . Bring on
the A16 schedule.
There was some nice ying in F3A for the last competition of
the P15 schedule. Unfortunately Fraser Briggs and Anthony
Hall both ran out of battery power in one ight each and failed
to complete their schedule. Welcome to Shelley Knox as
John’s caller for the rst time.

processing the score sheets and the nal calculations at the
end of the ying.
Simultaneous with the meeting, the RMAC put on a public static
model display in the racecourse lounge. This display focussed
on showing interested visitors how to get into ying model
aircraft, what to buy and more importantly what not to buy. The
simulator was occupied the whole day and many visitors took
the opportunity to go and watch the C/L ying. Press coverage
the day before resulted in about 200 people visiting the display
with some potential new members.
National Team Race Champion Loses to Visiting Team
At the Rotorua Control Line Team races over ANZAC weekend,
John Ryan, the current National Classic A team race champion
was beaten by the same team that he beat in the
championships in January.
Over a 100 lap nal race, which should have needed only two
pit stops, John ran out of fuel on the 98th lap, so was beaten by
the father and son Robinson team which easily managed only
two stops. Up until the enforced stop the speed of the planes
and times were very close. After the race John ruefully
acknowledged that the mixture had been set a shade too rich in
order to ensure reliability over the normal 50 lap range for one
tank.
John planned to avenge the defeat at the Mercer Team Race
meeting to be held the following weekend..
The other pilot was Owen Rogers who also had range
problems.

Two rounds of each class were own before a lunch break but
with the weather looking like it was closing in and getting colder
and the skies getting darker, two rounds of Sportsman and
Advanced and only one round of F3A were own in the
afternoon.
Everyone willingly helped with judging and pencilling ~ a big
THANK YOU for that.
With the ying done-&-dusted it was over to the Gliding Club for
the SIG AGM. This was a relatively low-key meeting with the
only major change being Frazer resigning as Chairman and
Hamish Galloway taking on the position.
A huge Vote of Thanks goes to Frazer for his dedication and
long serving role as Chairman. 10 years is a massive time on
the SIG committee. THANK YOU Frazer from everyone.
The next Precision Aerobatics competition will be held at the
Model Aviation Northland eld, Whangarei on Saturday and
Sunday 6/7 June. Start time mid-day Saturday. For
information on this competition please contact either Grant
Plaisted (emmaandgrant@xtra.co.nz) or Ross & me
(noelinekc@hotmail.com). The MAN club y at the Whangarei
Gliding Club, Gibbs Road, Puhipuhi which has a good
clubrooms and accommodation available.
Nb. The Advanced A-16 and F3A P-17 schedules will be own
at this competition. Hope we see you there.

For 20 years TMAC operated
from a postage sized strip on a
farm at Apata which members
likened to ying off an aircraft
carrier. “If you can y here you
can y anywhere” was a
commonly heard statement.
Both ends of the 80 metres
strip had a fence and to the
south and west was a river
valley. It was a very testing
ying eld and perhaps this
accounted for why TMAC
received very few visiting
yers.
Three years ago TMAC signed a 30 years lease with the
Western Bay of Plenty District Council and acquired the right to
lease 10 Ha of hilly scrubland at TECT All Terrain Park situated
on Pyes Pa Road half way between Tauranga and Rotorua. It
was decided to clear and level 2.6 Ha which comprised two
hills, a deep gully, thousands of discarded pine logs, tonnes of
forest slash and 900 pine tree stumps all of which had to be
removed before levelling could commence.
Cliff Ford Contracting arrived with 20 and 14 tonne excavators
and within one week the site was clear of surface debris and
tree stumps removed. A D6 bulldozer then began the hard slog
of removing a hill and using the soil to ll a very deep gully. The
outcome – 2.4 Ha of lush grassed at land with a North/South
runway of 230 metres and an East/West runway of 150 metres,
plus club house, pilots’ shelter, shipping container for the
tractor and mower and a shelter for a second tractor drawn reel
mower.
This huge undertaking was completed at the modest cost of
$76,000 and as at the opening day TMAC’s only debt
comprised a self-amortising loan of $3,000 from MFNZ and an
interest and repayment free loan of $3,500 from a generous
group of members. The Lion Foundation provided a grant of
$18,000 towards the cost of site development and purchase of
mowing equipment.
This site has many advantages: • Model ying from this site is an approved activity in terms of
the Park’s Management Plan which forms part of both
Councils District Plans.
• There are no neighbours to consider when ying noisy
models.
• The site has Resource Consent for ying all types of model
aircraft.
• There is a long term lease with expiry aligned to the Park’s
Resource Consent expiry date and provision for renewal.

Saturday 28 March dawned foggy and grey but by 10 a.m. the
low level cloud had cleared and the sun shone through in time
for the ofcial opening with Jonathan Shorer declaring the site
open.
This was followed by 2½ hours of ying displays by the crème
de la crème of New Zealand model yers led by Frazer Briggs
who wowed the crowd with smoke pouring from the DA 200 as
he prop hung and knifed-edged to and from the most difcult
aerobatic manoeuvres.
300 spectators were wowed by Colin Austen with his Grumman
Panther Jet, twin-engined Beechcraft and WW1 Sopwith Pup
with Tony Withy providing more turbine excitement with his
Aeromacchi ghter and turboprop Enforcer.
Frazer raised the bar a notch with several 300 kph high-speed
runs three metres above the ground with his Kingtech 60G
powered Spark, and not to be outdone, Brian Harris decided to
y “the quick one” with the crowd gasping as this small model
beat up the sky at around 350 kph.
The wow factor continued when 17 year old Mike Shaw from
Whangarei commenced his heli 3D aerobatics and the father
and son Aerotow team of Rob Johnston and Dominic Sharland
with their amazing ⅓ scale Piper Cub and 7 metre wingspan ⅓
scale Antares glider which surprised the crowd with a
spectacular low level pass.
Two and a half hours of the most amazing ying demos ending
with Jarrod Briggs and Grandad Mike ying 50cc P51 Mustang
and Jug warbirds. After a brief pause for adjustments, Grant
Findlay took control of the P51 and the drag racing real stuff
commenced as these two masters wowed the crowd with low
level high speed racing.
All in all – a great day for TMAC and for model ying in the Bay
of Plenty.
Tauranga Model Aircraft Club wishes to acknowledge the
generous support of the demo yers for travelling to Tauranga
and providing such amazing displays, and the club extends a
warm invitation to all MFNZ members to ‘y the big sky of TECT
Park’. Ofcial club days are Wednesdays and Saturdays and
members are able to use the site every day of the week.
A selection of high resolution photos is available on
www.taurangamodely.com.
Roger Hutson

Looks grey and gloomy but it was great ying weather. Zero
wind.
Finally some newbie’s in Sportsman !!! Frank from
Whakatane with his Eite Splendor, ew great. Perfect model
for sportsman and it's a foamy ! Fraser Brodie from Tauranga
didn't have such a great rst comp with a "whoops" on the three
rolls. Noeline Craighead has noticeably been practicing and
also very ew well.
Mikey Wilson and Mike Briggs ew Advanced. Both providing
entertainment for the judges.
F3A own by myself, James Danby, Ross Craighead, Anthony
Hall and Dave Wilkins. 3 round and some good ying.
Scores to follow soon.
NZRCAA AGM was held afterwards. I've nally managed to
step down as President after 10 years. Hamish Galloway is
the new man.

The past 12 months has seen some changes in the Aerobatics
SIG. Due to timing, two AGMs were held within 6 months. At
the November 2014 meeting the structure of the SIG was
changed to allow both IMAC and Precision aerobatics to have
their separate sub-committees. The committee now consists
of a Chairman, a new Secretary/Treasurer and two subChairmen ~ Frazer Briggs/IMAC and Ross
Craighead/Precision, with individual committee members for
both facets. This seems to be working well and is less
workload on ‘the few’, which had been the case in the past.
At the 2015 AGM Frazer Briggs resigned from the position of
Chairman after 10 years in the role and Hamish Galloway was
nominated as his successor. A huge Thank You goes to Frazer
for his dedication to the position.
With the increasing demise in ying sites for IMAC, mainly due
to height restrictions, there is considerable effort being made
by our SIG to locate suitable ying sites. Mike and Frazer
Briggs have been actively pursuing sites in the central plateau
area. Our SIG would welcome any suggestions or offers of
land.
The committee is constantly on a drive to encourage
competitors to y aerobatics. This has been evident with the
new yers at recent competitions. Andrew Stiver and Hamish
Galloway have been running a very successful programme in
conjunction with the Hawkes Bay Club to introduce people to
ying basic aerobatics which is a stable base for any radio
control ying. They have had good interest in their coaching
sessions, especially from Juniors. Grant Plaisted is running a
similar campaign at the Model Aviation Northland (M.A.N.)
club. We urge all clubs to do the same.
There has been considerable international representation
from Aerobatics this year. For the rst time in many years we
had a full team compete at the FAI F3A Asian Oceanic

Competition (AOC) in Thailand last year. NZ was well
represented by Anthony Hall, Hamish Galloway and James
Danby, and Noeline Craighead was invited as a Judge. This
bodes well for the next AOC being held in Taipei Taiwan in
2016, with keen interest already being indicated by our current
F3A yers. A team trial will be held early next year for this.
In February this year, Frazer and Mike Briggs winged their way
to India to give some private IMAC coaching there. They
reported this was ‘an experience’.
In March, the F3A Trans Tasman was held in NSW, Australia.
This is the rst time the T-T had been held since 2006 and NZ
elded a full ve person team attended by Hamish Galloway,
Ross Craighead, James Danby, Anthony Hall and Brian
Dooley with Noeline Craighead as a Judge. NZ looks forward
to hosting the next F3A T-T in 2017.
In late March, Frazer and Mike also attended an IMAC event in
the Barossa Valley, near Adelaide in Australia. This was a
great success with Frazer securing rst place in the Unlimited
class and Mike placing second in Sportsman.
At this stage, it looks like ‘Team Briggs’ and other New
Zealanders may be heading to the IMAC 2015 Tucson
Shootout in the USA.
The 2015 Nationals at Waharoa was a success on all levels ~
location, facilities, site preparation, good entries and stunning
weather, all contributing to two very full days of competition for
each discipline, IMAC and Precision aerobatics.
The new format for this SIG denitely seems to have renewed
a passion and drive to keep aerobatics moving forward.
Noeline Craighead
SECRETARY | TREASURER
Email. nzaerobaticsig@hotmail.com

The tale of an electric Hurricane
I suppose you are getting desperate for material for a column
when you start writing about your own models. Well, yes I am. It
would be really great if more scale modellers out there could
share what they buy, build or y with the rest of us.
Anyway, this 1/5 scale Hawker Hurricane has been about 6
years in the gestation and some friends of mine may well have
wondered if I was ever going to get it nished. It has been quite
a journey. The model is based on the Hurricane IIA (P3351)
which used to be owned by Alpine Fighters in Wanaka and is
now resident in Southern France. The owners kindly let me
spend about 2 hours getting photos of the aircraft when it was
hangered in Wanaka and I used a Brian Taylor plan to get
started. His plan was 1/6 scale and so I had to enlarge it to 1/5. I
had always wanted a 50cc petrol motor, but decided to worry
about that later down the track. I built up to the re wall and then
the project stalled as I tried to discover what engine would go
up front, eventually deciding on an electric because it would t,
basically, with no cylinder head, plug or lead hanging out, there
would be less vibration and I could have several other
innovations I wanted incorporated in the model.
I was also able to nd several books on the Hurricane which
featured the Mark IIA version I was going to need. The best
were:
1. Hawker Hurricane by Marek Rys, Stratus s.c., 2006
2. Hurricane in Action by Jerry Scutts, Squadron/signal
publications, 1986
3. Hurricane IIA by Ian Brodie, Reed Books, 2000
4. The Hawker Hurricane by Francis K. Mason, Aston
Publications Ltd, 1987
5. Battle of Britain Aircraft, Argus Books, 1990, featuring 4
sheet 3-D drawings by A.L. Bentley
I have had great advice and help from Richard Tier and many
suggestions from all sorts of people, not all of them printable.
The design has sort of evolved as I have gone along, and, as I
am not an engineer, I have tried to listen to most practical
suggestions. The nose area has been the most problematic
trying to solve cooling, battery installation, ESC conguration

Cockpit and radio mast detail

etc., but we seem to have come up with a workable system.
Retracts are pneumatic, which I probably would not have opted
for knowing what is available on the market now, but ces’t la vie!
The one piece wing is solid and incorporates landing and nav.
lights as well as retracts, aps etc.
Details of the 1/5 scale model are:
Hawker Hurricane IIA
Wingspan:
94” (2.38m)
Length:
1.95m
Weight:
12kg
Retracts:
Unitract air-up, air-down
Engine:
Scorpion S-5545, 10kv, 4,500 Watts
ESC:
Castle Ice2 Hv120
Light system: Braincube programmable system (landing &
nav. lights) running off a 1500 lipo
Batteries:
Gens 5300, 6S, 30C x2 running in series
2x 6v Reedy receiver batteries

Some interesting ARF’s at our eld lately
Spotted at our eld were some scale ARF’s that caught my eye
recently. One was a Piper Commanche assembled by Roger
Atkinson from the Seagull ARF stable. At 78” (1.98m) it is
driven by two Turnigy G25 motors with a Turnigy speed
controller. It weighs 10lb (4kg) and ies on 2x 3300, 3 cell
batteries. Roger says it ies well, but does drop its nose
appreciably when he closes the throttle.
Mark Brown had two warbirds – an 89” (2.2m) ESM Spitre and
a World Models Mitsubishi Zero, powered by an XYZ 53 twin.
The Mk 9 Spitre had a DLE55 up front which provided plenty of
power for the 12 kg model. Mark says that the model ies very
well, but is difcult to land with the 2.2kg of lead in the nose.
The ARF scale market is very popular, so please let us know of
any models that you like. Also, we would love to hear from
anyone building a scale model.

President
Kevin Botherway (Hawkes Bay) – 0275570470
Secretary/Treasurer
David James (PN) – 06 3543452, 0272447782
Committee
Aneil Patel (Auckland), Bill DeRenzy (Tauranga), Scott
Chisholm, Dave Grifn and Peter Hewson (Christchurch), Joe
Wurts (Hawkes Bay)
Soaring SIG email:
nzsoaringtc@hotmail.com
News & info at:
http://nzmaa.org.nz/soaring
www.facebook.com/pages/NZ-SoaringSIG/122980667806846
Postal address:
41 Chippendale Crescent, Palmerston North. 4412
Go to www.nzmaa.org.nz/interest/soaring.htm to download the
2015 Soaring calendar.
FAI World Champs teams
F3K - The current F3K team has been practicing and
organizing the logistics for the upcoming world championships
in Croatia this July. The team is comprises of Alex Hewson,
Kevin Botherway, Joe Wurts, with MFNZ president Jonathon
Shorer in the role of team manager to keep the team in sharp
focus for the challenging event. The team has been working on
their equipment to ensure that they have the best capability (all
will be using Snipes and JR radios). As the time gets closer to
the world championships, the team will be ne tuning their
ying skills in the hope of continuing their gold and silver medal
performances at the rst two F3K world championships.
Special thanks go to MFNZ, Vladimirs Models, and JR for the
support provided to the team.
F3J - The combined scores from Soarchamps Premier
Duration & F3J formed the ranking for the F3J team to go to the
2017 F3J world champs. Congratulations go to Joe Wurts,
John Shaw & Kevin Botherway for their places on the team.
Previous teams have set a high standard so wish them every
success.

Joe Wurts (Hawkes bay) with his new Shinto F3B Glider

2015 Soaring Calendar
May NDC, #95 Thermal B (10 min)
Jun NDC, #110 F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw scores)
Jun NDC, #tba ALES Radian Class P
Jun Sat 13 NI F3B Event #3, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
Jun Sun 14 NI F3B Event #3, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
Jun Sat 27 NI F3K Event #3
Jul NDC, #121 Thermal A (Open)
Jul NDC, #122 FAI F3F
Jul NDC, #133 ALES 123 Class N
Jul SI Aerotow Rally. Dates TBA Blenheim (BMAC) ARA Field
Jul Sun 19 - Sun 26 FAI WC World Champs FAI F3K, Croatia
Aug NDC, #134 Slope Distance Class F
Aug NDC, #135 Thermal B (10 min)
Aug NDC, #136 X5J Unlimited Class O
Aug Sat 15 NI F3B Event #4, Matamata
Aug Sun 16 NI F3B Event #4, Matamata
Sep NDC, #147 Thermal D (F500)
Sep NDC, #165 ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
Sep NDC, #166 ALES Radian Class P
Sep NDC, #167 Slope Pylon Class G
Sep NDC, #168 Thermal J (2,4,6,8,10)
Sep SI Aerotow Rally, Christchurch
Sep SI Aerotow Rally, Christchurch
Sep Sat 12 F3J Trial Rain-date, North Island
Sep Sun 13 F3J Trial Rain-date, North Island
Sep Sat 26 NI F3B Event #5, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
Sep Sun 27 NI F3B Event #5, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
Note: South Island thermal events will be advertised using the
yahoo newsgroups and via email. For more info contact Scott
Chisholm.

This year we tried a new format for the Soarchamps with a four
day event spanning 26th-29th March to allow us to include all
the major soaring events own in New Zealand. This proved
popular with all that attended.
The venue was near Tai Tapu to the south of Christchurch and
was previously never tried as a soaring venue. We were very
pleased with the location -- a wide open eld with no trees or
wires nearby with the local winds seeming lighter than most of
the Canterbury plains area, and lift to be found for the
discerning pilot. Conditions challenged all at various times
with rather interesting wind and thermal conditions presented
to them during the four days of the competitions. The evening
social events were also well attended, despite the distraction of
the possible pub stop when the iers departed the eld.
Included in this year's Soar Champs was the team selection
trials for the F3J world championships to be held next year in
Slovenia. Congratulations go to Joe Wurts, John Shaw & Kevin
Botherway for their places on the team.
Thursday F3B, we were greeted with low cloud left over from a
mild weather front that passed overnight. With the cloud ceiling
problems we decided to take some time and set up the speed
course and decided to y a round of speed to start the contest.
Some pilots models did get a wee bit gray at the top of the
launch without issues. The great thing about speed is it’s all
downhill from the top of the launch:) so the low clouds were not
an issue.
As the morning went on we saw the cloud layer lift and broke up
as the day progressed. It was great to see F3B own for the rst
time in many years in the south island. Sadly we had seen
numbers of entries drop for this event in the past, although this
years F3B at the Soar Champs may suggest that F3B may yet
again y on the south island.

Joe Wurts was debuting his new Shinto F3B model. This
model was very striking in its uro orange paint scheme and
appears to have everything you want in a good F3B model.
Vladimir has brought all the technology he has from the
Maxa’s and Snipes across into the Shinto making it nice and
light and really strong.
At the end of the day having managed to complete three
rounds and consistent ying saw Kevin Botherway with his
Cyril taking the win over Joe Wurts in second and Richard
Thompson in third.
Friday F3J
Eleven competitors enjoyed a great day's soaring. The lift was
there to be found - although not always easily. There were
quite a few slots won with less than a full time, and more than a
few out landings due to the wind and light lift. Every pilot
ended up with at least one bad ight, and some pilots with
more than one bad ight. Scott Chisholm had the bad luck of
the weekend in F3J with multiple line breaks and a turnaround
coming loose. Despite his bad luck early in the day, he put in
the longest ight of the day with a 9:58 and a 100 landing.
After seven rounds own, Joe Wurts was 1st, with Kevin
Botherway in 2nd and Allan Knox just a few points behind Kev
in 3rd.
Saturday PD and Radian
The day started with a bit of a worry in that in Christchurch it
was already blowing a gale. On arriving at the eld the winds
were somewhat soft although we could see the evidence of
strong winds nearby in the clouds. We ew two rounds of PD
in some very interesting shifting winds, then the wind picked
up and we took an early lunch break in the hopes that the
winds would abate. A few hours later the winds dropped away
and we resumed ying and nished with ve rounds of PD and

The Pit area

four rounds of Radian. As we started packing up the strong
winds returned so we nished at the right time! The PD event
had 14 pilots. Similar to F3J the challenging conditions in PD
resulted in all pilots getting bested in at least one round. The
nal tally had Joe Wurts in 1st with John Shaw in 2nd, and
Peter Williams in 3rd.
John Shaw (Timaru) gives the "Thumbs up" - we are good to go!

There were some nice new models being own, Richard
Thompson has his Fosa going well with some nice own
distance runs. Neal Moss is learning fast ying his Jedi, I am
sure once he has the model dialled in some more and with
some more ying under his belt those young eyes and
reactions will serve him well with that model.

The team trials results combining the results of F3J and PD
had Joe Wurts in 1st, John Shaw in 2nd, Kevin Botherway in
3rd, with the alternate pilot being Andrew Palmer.
Congratulations go to the members of the new F3J team! The
NZ F3J team has a strong legacy with four medals in the last
four world championships, and this team has the talent to
continue the legacy.

The always hotly contested Radian event
had 13 pilots putting in at least one ight. The
afternoon breezy, and at times windy,
conditions really challenged the pilots to
make their ight times and still make it back to
the landing spot. Kevin Botherway emerged
victorious in the ying “chilly bin” event, with
Andrew Palmer in 2nd and returnee Sean
McCurrie in 3rd place after the four rounds
were completed.
Sunday F3K
This day proved to be a real test with lift quite
ukey and often not forming into useful
thermals. The conditions ranged from nearly
zero lift with wind early, then light winds and
uffy soft thermals, changing to a strong
breeze and weak thermals later. This made
for an excellent test of the pilots ying the
event. We ew a total of six rounds, with Alex
Hewson emerging the victor at the end, with
Kevin Botherway just 1.7 points behind him in
2nd place. Peter Williams ew consistently
to claim the 3rd place with the highest discard
score of all of the competitors.
The nal award goes to the overall Soar
Champs champion, which takes into account Richard Thompson (Tauranga) & Scott Chisholm (CHCH)
the placings from the F3B, F3J, PD, and F3K
events. First place was Joe Wurts, 2nd was
Kevin Botherway, and 3rd was John Shaw.
Not so coincidentally, these are also the new
F3J team members.

It has been a quiet period within the Heli Community, but
M.A.N. in Whangarei hosted The Skids Up Heli Fun Fly over
the Waitangi weekend. Excellent efforts by Dave Thompson
and the Team. Brilliant hospitality.
A superb weekend was had by all attendees despite the
weather reducing ying time. However it was a great
opportunity to carry out maintenance on the helis and have a
few laughs.
Here are a few photos at right from the guys and the ying
machines from the fun y.
The Wellington Fun Fly was held in March with Cheye Moran
as the host.

Some of the helis.

These 2 events are very well worth pencilling in for next year.
Keep an eye on the HeliSIG Facebook page for event
notications.
Although the heli fraternity seems to somewhat small, there are
new pilots coming into the scene. One of them has written an
article to share with any new potential beginners.
Allen James
HeliSIG NZ
Charging stations for the electric helis.

The Hidden Hobby

The trophy for the most
crashes

A bit about myself.
Hello model iers of New Zealand, I'm 16 years of age and live on a dairy farm. Obviously
I y rc, but can you guess what? Planes? Nope! Multirotors? Not quite. What else is there
left..? Helicopters! Yip, I'm a lonely RC heli pilot (in my area). I started on the toy coaxial
helicopters when I was about 9, then after I got a big co-axle for Xmas in 2012 and was
horribly disappointed when it drifted into a car port log due to the slightest breeze, I
thought stuff it, I want to y the serious RC helicopters (I had only ever seen 1 big old
thing before, but it inspired me). I started looking on the internet for CP helicopters and it
really took off from there. I saved up all my money and blew it all on a “silly toy” as mum
would say. I was extremely scared to crash it because I thought once I did, it would be all
over. I didn't realise they were xable! Anyway 3 years on and I own 2 helis currently (a
Goblin 500 and a Trex 450L) and have owned a total of 3. I (try) to y 3D, this means
doing things you would have never thought possible with an RC helicopter. Inverted
ight, loops, rolls, and things like funnels and tic-tocs which many of you plane and
multirotor guys would have never heard of. I love ying in front of people, and doing small

demos at full scale aero clubs etc., these helicopters never
ever fail to blow people’s minds, which makes me wonder, why
are there so few in NZ?
Why am I writing this article?
I'm basically writing this article to try and promote the RC heli
hobby in NZ. There are nowhere near enough of us, and I think
it’s partly due to the poor amount of support/advertising this
hobby has, not to mention that 95% (guess) of RC aircraft
hobbyist in NZ are plane or multirotor iers (which isn’t a
problem). But, I think that there are a heap of you guys/gals out
there that have no clue what you're missing and would enjoy
helicopters just as much if not more than what you currently y.
I’d love to make some of you guys who already y other aircraft
just give helis a go, and also to introduce new people to this
amazing hobby. I also just wanted to see something heli related
in this next month’s MFNZ magazine, even if it is my own!
Why should you give helis a go?
Adrenaline Rush - When you're in the pilot's seat, or should I
say when you've got your ngers on the sticks, the adrenaline
rush you get is sure to get your blood pressure up big time. The
size and power of these things alone just blows you away, but
add in a fast inverted pass 10cm off the ground with grass being
chopped and you'll see why they call it a rush. Or forget what
sticks to pull when your heli is facing vertical and plummeting to
the ground at 50 meters per second and you'll also put your
heart and mind into gear, or even just trying a new manoeuvre
for the rst time, that just gets me shaking. But it’s great, I’ve
had some of the most exciting times of my life ying these helis,
honestly. The more you push your and the machine's limits, the
bigger the rush. That's all part of the addiction for many and the
thrill of why we y RC.
Every ights a rollercoaster if you want it to be! Of course if you
like smooth relaxed ying that’s possible too, but you'll still
make the odd boo boo...
Challenge/Reward - Flying RC helicopters can be very
challenging, but rewarding. Because it takes so long to learn to
y these, once you have learnt a maneuver the sense of
accomplishment is much greater because it’s taken a lot longer
to learn. This is another great aspect of the hobby, because you
can continuously challenge yourself. Learn one manoeuvre,
on to the next. And if you're like me and want to keep getting
more advanced and keep challenging yourself, this processes
is basically never ending because of what these helicopters
can do. You'll also nd yourself wanting to keep learning,
because the more you learn, the better the hobby gets, and
learning one trick opens up the doors for many other
manoeuvres. Mastering one move could easily take a year,
which is great because it gives you a goal and something to
practice for and look forward to completing. But in saying this, if
you y every chance you can or sim every day for an hour,
you're sure to progress very quickly in the skills department.
Meet new people - This reason isn't as big for me as I don't
have any other heli guys to y with, but it’s still an important
one. Being in a hobby like this is great for meeting new people.
Although I haven't met many people in person who y RC
helicopters, I have met quite a few of us online through
Facebook (ill post the page name down below, so feel free to
join). There is a very active and friendly group who can help you
out with anything you need and provide some decent
entertainment. But if you're in a city or somewhere with an RC
club, joining something like this is a great opportunity to meet
new people that you can relate to with things in the hobby.

Entertain People - This is another reason I love this hobby, is
to entertain and impress people with what I’ve learnt and the
machine itself. I've found myself gaining a small crowd often
just ying out on a eld near streets, and family members are
always keen for a demo, as well as the people involved in a
nearby aero club. If you're the kind of person who likes being
the centre of attention, and being asked about this hobby,
helicopters are for you! It also makes you feel more condent
about your ying, if people are watching and are interested in
what you can do, I nd it makes me want to keep on improving
and ying better.
Learn new skills - As well as the obvious skill of learning how
to y, there are a lot of side skills which you will pick up on the
way through the hobby. You'll nd yourself learning a lot of
things related to electronics, having to do things such as
programing and tuning the ybarless systems and getting
components for your helis, setting up the transmitters and
allsorts. You'll learn about basic mechanics, having to x the
heli or build it from the kit, and nding out which each piece
does. Finding faults in your electrons or mechanics and
tracking them down to x. There are a load of things you lean,
an example I have is learning about soldering, having to solder
small plugs on to the end of lipos and ESCs. I had no idea what
soldering was and how to do it before I was involved in this
hobby, and now every time I buy new lipos I’m able to get the
soldering stick out and do it on my own. It will also teach you to
be patient, and other life skills like such.
FUN - The single most important reason were all in this hobby
for, is fun. In the end it’s all that matters, if you're not having fun
while ying helis (which I don't think is possible) then this
hobby is obviously not for you. Fun pretty much explains itself,
if you really get into the hobby you will nd yourself wanting to
y every chance you can, simply because it puts a big smile on
your face.
rchelicopterfun.com“It is heart breaking when you make a mistake, but absolutely
euphoric every time you learn something new - be it your rst
hover, rst nose in hover, rst inverted hover, rst auto rotation,
etc... The learning curve never really ends and that's the main
reason this hobby is so addictive and has such staying power.
Of course you don't have to push your limits with aerobatics,
you can y nice smooth style scale and for many, that has its
own unique set of rewards and challenges.”
So you're interested in helis…
The rst thing you need to do is get a simulator. I and others in
this hobby just cannot stress enough on how important a sim is
and how much money it’s going to save you. They'll guide you
from hovering, all the way to becoming a 3D master, and the
best part about it, crashes are 100% FREE!!!
There are a load of different sims, each with their own pros and
cons, but these are generally what you should look into and
start googling - Phoenix, Realight, NeXt, Heli X, ACCURC
You'll also need to buy yourself a TX (transmitter) which you
can use with the sim and all your real life helicopters. For
starting out, I’d recommend a Spektrum TX with no less than 6
channels, preferably 7+ such as a DX7, or a DX8. This is
because Spektrum has the easiest menus to navigate, and
their TXs are all round good quality and good value. There are
also a huge amount of Bind To Fly (BNF) helicopters available
for Spektrum TXs, and support can be found nearly anywhere
for them.

So you've got the basic learning tools sorted. Time to get a real
heli to accompany your sim practice and properly test what you
think you've learnt.

Useful pages/resources
www.Helifreak.com- a useful community with loads of
information and people that can help.

I’d recommend skipping the ‘micro’ 3D helis and getting a
ybarless (FBL) 360 machine (a heli with 360mm main blades)
commonly called a 450. The 360 helis are the ‘new’ kind of
450s, swinging bigger blades with overall better performance.
These are great for learning on because they are cheap to
repair, y great, are easy to see and can be set up to y nice and
tame for beginners. The 360 class machines can serve you all
the way from learning to hover, to ying smack 3D. And
because 90% of these helis come in kit form, buying one of
these means you'll have the chance to build it yourself which is
a good opportunity to familiarize yourself with the machine and
the way it goes together.

www.rchelicopterfun.com- PLEASE go to this site and take a
look. It has lots of very interesting things about the hobby that
will teach you lots and help you.

There are many other routes and roads to learning how to y,
but after being through the whole process this is how I would do
it again if I had too.
These are the basics to learning how to y, after you start to get
the knack of things and know how to setup, tune and y, your
free to go onto bigger and more impressive helis. This is when
you men need to create your own bank account, to hide the bills
from the wife!
Facebook Page
I encourage everyone interested in RC helis to join the
Facebook group named “RC Heli New Zealand”. This is a very
active page which love to help people and can show you what
this hobby is all about. If you're setting up your very rst rc heli,
post that you're doing so and we'll all guide you through the
process.

SIG
For those observant lot amongst us you would have noticed a
few errors in our Pylon rules which need clearing up. As these
are errors they will not require a remit to rectify;
Rule 4.13 to be deleted, rule change now allows multiple
classes to be own at any event by any pilot.
Rule 4.2.1 Should read 1700 grams, not 1600 grams
Rule 5.2.1 Should read 1700 grams, not 1600 grams

www.rchelination.com- another very helpful page with an
entertaining Podcast every Monday which is sure to teach you
something new.
www.hobbyhangar.co.nz- a very good local hobby shop based
in Hamilton stocking all your heli needs.
www.hobbystation.co.nz- another great hobby shop with lots
of great quality tools and helis, based in Auckland.
Conclusion
I hope I’ve managed to inspire some of you hobbyist to think
about learning to y rc helicopters and giving it a go. It honestly
is a great hobby and I fail to understand why there are not more
of these helis slicing through the nice NZ air. If you have any
questions about anything related to what I’ve just said, feel
free to ick me an email at hamishblomeld@yahoo.co.nz, or
as I’ve already suggested, send a request to join ‘RC Heli New
Zealand’ on Facebook and the lads over there would love to
meet you. Thanks for reading, keep up the ying!
Written with help and inspiration from the RC heli NZ group.

As the maximum opening size is the same with either set up
there should be no performance gain.
Delete rule 3. Intermediate Pylon.
Reason; Intermediate Pylon has not been well supported over
recent years we believe due to the lack of airframe restriction
rules causing large discrepancies in race times. Close racing
is the key to any formula in all forms of motor sport and to
achieve this tighter restrictions on aircraft and equipment is
necessary.
The class to replace Intermediate Pylon is the new FAI class
F3T, we will be phasing out Intermediate Pylon and introducing
F3T over a 12 month period commencing 1st January 2016.

Remit for rule change;
Rule 5.7 change from venturis are not permitted to venturis are
permitted.
F3T is a very similar class to Intermediate with more controlled
Reason for this change, the rule at present is not clear weather airframe rules therefore most of the current Intermediate
we need a carburetor with or without a throttle valve. The word models will meet the F3T rule along with the popular Q40 type
carburetor simply means a device for mixing fuel with air. The power plants currently being used. F3T kits are available from
word venturi is simply a restriction within an inlet passage to aid a number of manufacturers worldwide.
fuel atomization, even a carburetor with a functioning throttle
valve has a venturi within.
It is important to have a stepping stone class from Q500 Expert
to F3D in the form of F3T, the race times are only a few
Most Q500 engines supplied recently are tted with a non seconds slower than F3D with a lot less technical knowhow
throttle type venturi and extra expense is required to purchase required regarding engine and prop. work, propellers are
a throttle type carburetor to meet the present rule. The new restricted to commercially available units with no modications
Q500 F3R FAI class allows venturis along with most other allowed. As F3T is a current FAI class it is elligable to be run at
countries who run Q500.
any NZ SIG and National event.

There were a lot of proposals put forward for the CIAM meeting
of the FAI that were to affect the way the Main FAI events were
own ie F1A,B,C . and the mini events. Ideas of reduced
towline length and increased thickness, no reduction in surface
area (banning of appers and folders) and many other
proposals were initially put forward. A majority of them were
withdrawn. The main class affected was the F1C Power class
which has been reduced from a 5 second engine run to 4
seconds. Also the introduction of compulsory R/C
Dethermalisers in the interest of malfunction of the model.
Those of you who read Roger Morrell’s SCAT electronic news
will see that the proposals have already reduced the number
people willing to compete in this and other classes. The
technical challenge of making an F1C model have an RC DT
haven’t been thought through.
Also the number of rounds for World and Continental Champs
have changed to 5 rounds from 7 but with a rst round and 5th
round max being 4 minutes if conditions allow. While a lot of
this doesn’t affect a lot of freeighters in New Zealand it will
mean we will have to look at our trials rules for those that
compete overseas to make them relevant. Some trials scores
are made up by NZers ying in Overseas contests and scores
will be irrelevant if our trials don’t match. The SIG is interested
in suggestions from people who Fly FAI events as to how we
alter the trials rules to suit or whether we leave them the same.
We don’t need to rush into this as yet but a remit is probably
forthcoming.
Paul Lagan and Roger Morrell will be representing New
Zealand in Mongolia at the up and coming World Free Flight
Champs around the time you read this. Roger’s wife, Lindy
Murrell, will be Team Manager. They will be ying F1b (
Wakeeld ) models. We wish them all the best.
Hungary has put in a bid to host the 2017 World Free Flight
Champs and it has been accepted.
Antony Koerbin and Craig King ew at the new NSW Free
Flight Field at West Wyalong and also at Narrandera. The
Weather was the tail end of the cyclone that hit Vanuatu so was
very trying to say the least according to Antony. The Australians
have the same problems as New Zealand over retention of
model elds and could be losing their large site at Narrandera.
The West Wyalong site is owned by the modelers and although
not large is yable and is slowly being developed to allow other
disciplines as well.
The date of the National Championships have involved some
hot debate and a vote will be required as to when the 2016 Nats
will be held at Carterton. The Crops on the farmers land and the
weather at the usual time of year they are held are an issue so if
we change the date, when do we hold the Nationals? To me

they need to be held during a school holiday period or else
Juniors will be excluded. During Easter there are a lot of other
activities of other organisations so we would be competing
against them to draw people to our events. It’s not going to
please everyone no matter the outcome. If anyone would like
to correspond on this subject with me please email
ffonzrjw@xnet.co.nz .
Donations have come in for a debrillator to be purchased and
we are well on the way to purchasing one. There is still a lot of
homework on getting the right one, maintenance costs etc. but
hopefully one will be purchased by the time of the combined
SIGS AGM. A big “THANKYOU” to those that have donated so
far. Keep the donations coming. It was really great to shake
Peter William’s hand at Easter on his 49th birthday. I was glad I
helped make him get there.
A lot of discussion is being had on Risk Management and it has
serious implications with the new law changes. Ask yourself
before you put your nger in a prop what can be done to
prevent that happening. Use of nger protection, electric
starter, layout of the glow lead, how do I get to the needle valve
are just a few ideas for one risk. We need to be identifying the
risks more and managing them better.
Free Flight is not all about competition and the FAI classes.
There have been some low key events in the Waikato and
Carterton. Please take some Photos of your events whether
they are trimming ights or fun ying and send them to us. We
haven’t heard from the South Island for a while. Please let us
know you are still out here doing it.
Rob Wallace
FF SIG CHAIRMAN

Team Race

control line
SIG
FAI World Games, Dubai in December this year
The FAI have announced that they a staging the World
Games. The FAI is the world body for sport aviation and the
games cover the range of the sorts fostered by their members,
like Gliding aerobatics, parachuting, microlights, gliding etc.
Aero modelling is an FAI sport and the classes being
contested in the games are F2D, F3P, F3N and F3T (Refer FAI
website).
F 2D is, of course, Combat and notable iers from 16 nations
have been invited to take part in the completion. Our very own
James Palmer from Christchurch has been invited to compete.
James and his dad Doug have been very keen and highly
competitive F2D iers for many years. For James to be invited
is a great compliment to their skills and competitive prowess.
Well done, James.

World Championship May 2016 Perth (Australia)
The rst ever southern hemisphere C/L World Champs has
obviously attracted a lot of interest on this side of the ditch.
There has been strong interest from iers in all the four
classes, Speed, Aerobatics, Team Race and Combat.
Selection trials are underway and will proceed through the
year.

Stunt Series
The F2B & Sportsman Stunt series went ahead as planned,
and there is report elsewhere in this issue. This annual series
has been operating for 20 years at venues from New Plymouth
to Whangarei.

The regular Team race meetings at Mercer have attracted a
good numbers with a mixture of old and new faces with Slow
Goodyear and Classic A and B.

Control Line Flying Sites
There is provision for C/L by only a few Clubs (perhaps 3 or 4)
though some others do host competitions. I believe there is a
“chicken and egg situation” here. No C/L sites means no body
ies C/L, and because no one ies C/L, Clubs do not make
provision for it. Is there a solution to this?
There are sealed circles (fast Team Race & Speed) Nats site at
Carterton and New Plymouth. The New Plymouth MAC are a
great supporter of C/L Control Line ying; Dunedin MAC have a
grass circle that is used by C/L and Heli.
Efforts are underway to establish a dedicated C/L site in
Auckland.

Control Line Events.
If you are organising a C/L event/meeting PLEASE make sure
the details get into the MFW and put onto the Website calendar
- contact the web master.
The CLNZ site and bush telegraph work well, but reach the
people we know might be interested. We need to attract new
people and entice back those past C/L iers who went astray.
The MFW reaches all our members and anyone can get onto
the website - do not be shy!

C/L Sig Contacts
Dave Wright - Chairman
davewright@clear.net.nz – 09 816 8090
Carl Lickfold
Secretary - carllickfold@gmail.com

Specifications are:Not more than 36 inch wing span.
Line length between 30 and 35 feet
Power – an electric motor with on board
battery pack. Cell count not to exceed
three cells
Can be profile or built up
Able to be built by youth from 8 years old up
with assistance

Get your thinking
caps on – more details
in the next MFW and on
the web site
Any questions contact
the recording ofcer
mfnz.recordingofcer@
gmail.com

SIG
Graham Main
The Vintage SIG Committee is:
Chairman:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Members:

Wayne Cartwright (Hamilton)
Graham Main (Whangarei)
Rex Bain (Hamilton)
Mark Venter (Christchurch)
Allan Knox (Blenheim)
Gary Burrows (Christchurch)
Bernard Scott (Hamilton)
Don Mossop (Bay of Plenty)

Vintage SIG North Island RC Vintage
Championships, 20-22 March 2015
This was a very enjoyable event that used a three-day format
with a schedule of classes to be own each day. The weather
was good on all three days, with light to moderate variable
breezes, mostly sunny but with some cloudy periods. Lift was
mainly light but there were a few boomers. Some quite severe
downdrafts delivered unexpectedly low scores on several
ights.
Nineteen people registered, made 71 entries, and recorded
208 ights. Entries were very strong in Vintage Precision (15),
Vintage IC Duration (9), and Vintage E Duration (9). All of the
Vintage electric Texaco classes were well supported.
However, after promising entry numbers at the Nationals,
Classical IC Duration (2), Classical E Duration (1), and Open
Texaco (0) still need much more support (please take note for
winter building programmes!). It was good to see three entries
in the new Classical Precision class – perhaps this is the route
to expanding interest across all Classical ying.
The standard of ying was generally high, with y-offs in four
classes. The three contestants in the 1/2E Texaco y-off all
scored over 20 minutes – a highlight of the Championships.
This rst attempt at a North Island championship was
successful, although unfortunately there were no entries from
outside the NNI region. It is likely that the SIG will decide to run
the event every year, with venues alternating between the NNI
and SNI regions, opposite to the location of the Nationals –
giving all NI members easy access to at least one of them.

Vintage Class Dating
The Vintage classes cover a wide area of models from the very
early years of aeromodelling up to the end of 1975. Designs
must have been kitted or published within the period. For the
full requirements refer to the details are given in the Vintage
rules for each class The various eras are covered in different
sub classes as follows:
Free Flight:
Vintage: Free Flight Models that were built and own from
the earliest dates (1930’s) up to the 31st December
1950
Nostalgia: Free Flight models that were built and own within
the period 1st January 1951 and 31st December
1960
Classic: Free Flight models that were built and own within
the period 1st January 1961 and 31st December

Top to bottom:
Humbug, a classical RC design by Brian Harris.
Wayne Cartwright launches his Nig Nog in Classical E Duration,
with Dave Crook timing.
Dave Thornley’s Satellite Classical RC model.

Radio Control:
Vintage: Powered Free Flight designs and designs originally
intended for RC without aileron control (i.e. Rudder
/Elevator/ Motor Rudder/ Motor or Rudder only
control) from the earliest dates (1930’s) up to the
31st December 1950
Classical: Powered Free Flight designs and designs originally
intended for RC without aileron control (i.e. Rudder
/Elevator/ Motor Rudder/ Motor or Rudder only
control) from 1st January 1951 to 31st December
1975

Classical RC Precision
Calling all readers who remember fondly the small free ight
sport models of the 1950s, ‘60s and early ‘70s! Most of them
had diesels - Mills .75s, ED Bees - even as large as 1.5cc.
Some were bears to start and bit ngers, but we have forgotten
about that. Think of designs such as Cherub, Mam’selle,
Debutante, Pushy Cat, Envoy, Wee Snifter, Courier,

Comanche, Super 60, Cardinal, Magna, Cresta, Bantam, and
Terrier, to name just a few. The Vintage SIG has a new
competition class that gives us a good reason to y these
designs again, but in a different format – Classical RC
Precision. Interested?
Several of these models have already appeared on the NNI
Vintage/Classical scene and others are being built. Designs
must be from the period 1951 – 75, either FF or early RC
without ailerons, own with rudder, elevator and motor speed.
They can be scaled – most people will go for 50 to 60 inches
wingspan - and are either IC powered or electric.
The rules are the same as for Vintage Precision except there is
no age bonus. For those not familiar with these rules, the aim
is to y exactly 180 seconds, including a motor run up to 60
seconds. One point is awarded for each second up to 180 and
one point is deducted for each second over 180. A further 20
points are awarded for landing in a marked 30m-diameter
circle. A contest is three ights. This is fun, but also a
challenge to y as close as possible to 180 seconds and land in
the circle.
High performance is not required for this event – only a twominute glide from a one-minute motor run - so sport designs
that have drag and are not light can do well.
There will be at least ve events for this class on the NNI circuit
in the 2015/16 season, and Classical Precision will be own at
the 2016 Nationals.

Leader Boards
The 2015 Leader Boards are now well under way with a strong
listing.. Leader Boards have been established in both RC and
FF classes this year. The Leader Boards are published in the
AVANZ News. Remember, scores from events run directly by
the SIG are posted automatically, but all others – from NDC,
club ying and private ying – must be sent to
wcartwright@vodafone.co.nz.

NDC Events
There are a variety of NDC events scheduled each month for
the various Vintage classes in both Free Flight and Radio, so
why not schedule your Club events to match the NDC
Calendar, as do some Clubs.

Vintage Rules
The latest Rules, dated January 2015, incorporating the
changes approved at the 2015 AGM and the new 1/2E and E
Texaco rules are now on the MFNZ website. Copies may also
be obtained from the Vintage SIG Secretary by e-mail

AVANZ Vintage Plans Hire
Due to the digitisation process we can now make all plans
available to MFNZ members free of charge. Plans will be in pdf
format and if they have been processed will be available on
request. If they are still being worked on they may take a while
to be processed. Please do not request more than around three
plans at a time. Please send all plans requests to
avanz.plans@xtra.co.nz.

Vintage Newsletter
A Vintage Newsletter (AVANZ News) is now available by E-mail
only FREE to all MFNZ members by contacting the Vintage SIG
Secretary. This Newsletter comes out every 2 months with
details of Vintage models, events and ideas. The new Editor
Bernard Scott has made some excellent changes and with new
contributors the News is a good read.

Vintage E-mail list
The Vintage SIG has an e-mail list that contacts those MFNZ
interested in Vintage model ying, keeping them up to date with
Vintage model affairs if you wish to be added to this list please
c o n t a c t t h e Vi n t a g e S I G S e c r e t a r y b y e - m a i l a t
gramain@xtra.co.nz

